Dear Authors and Readers,

Hereby the Editorial Board of the Journal is to notify you of the wrong DOI (Digital Object Identification / Identifier) prefix inserted to Volume 2, 2015 that the Faculty of Economics Rijeka had been assigned by CrossRef. The CrossRef service made a mistake and sent us the wrong prefix with double 10, i.e. 10.10.18045 instead of the DOI prefix 10.18045 (which is the correct one!).

As soon as our technical service noticed the mistake, we urgently contacted the CrossRef service who started to correct their mistake by redirecting the Volume to the correct DOI prefix. Even though it is their duty to minimize the harm done to our Journal, we have put all our efforts to mitigate any inconveniences the authors and readers might have had in accessing articles online.

We kindly ask all our authors and readers to accept our apologies for any trouble caused by CrossRef, and appreciate your understanding.

Editorial Board